Scientist for our German Innovation Center with background in Engineering or Mechanical Design (m/f/d)

- Are you keen on electronic devices and the technology behind?
- Your drive is not a given task but your curiosity?
- You are a tinkerer and problem solver and you are smart in adapting new technology into your life?
- IoT is not just an abbreviation for you, it’s an attitude? (You have a smart home, of course)

**YOU OFFER:**
- Great academic results in any technical study field
- Excellent analytical and problem-solving skills
- Technical and scientific curiosity
- Hands-on experimental mindset
- Passion to innovate
- Excellent English language skills

**WE OFFER:**
- Responsibility and exciting projects from Day 1
- Competitive salary & adjustments
- Social benefits (e.g. company pension plan, equity-plan, gym, company shop)
- Individual coaching, trainings & networking opportunities

Learn more about careers at P&G - www.pgcareers.com
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